HOW TO PLAY
ABILITY RATING BEGINNER

HEDWIGE CHRÉTIEN
BÉBÉ S’ENDORT

Melanie Spanswick tells you how to bring out the
ﬂuid simplicity of this calm lullaby by handling the
chords and dynamics with care
Key G major Tempo Andantino Style Late Romantic
Will improve your ✓Cantabile ✓Phrasing and shaping ✓Legato

This delightful miniature was
written by French Romantic
composer Hedwige Chrétien.
The second of her Six Petits préludes
récréatifs, I found it when searching
for works by female composers.
The piece evokes a lullaby, as the
title (‘baby falls asleep’) suggests.
The lilting character of the music
works well at a pace of crotchet
equals 80. Aim for a steady four
beats per bar: it is a lullaby, but the
pulse should ideally be firmly kept.

9-16) due to the many tied notes.
The upper notes of each chord can
be softly added into the texture.
Keep the chords smooth and
legato, with fingers sliding from
one note to the next in order to
avoid any gaps in the sound.
Chromaticisms add spice! The
LH part contains the occasional
added accidental: see the Eb at
bars 8, 13 and 14. This suggests
the key of G minor, which depicts
a melancholic mood, perhaps
as baby experiences unsettling
dreams. Aim to highlight these
notes with a slightly deeper touch.
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The LH provides the
accompaniment. The whole
piece consists of two-note
semibreve chords – usually one
per bar. Be sure to take note of
fingerings; notice how the LH
stays in exactly the same hand
position throughout, with the G
below middle C acting as a tonic
pedal. In terms of pedalling, the
sostenuto pedal should be used
sparingly (see score).
When placing each chord, play
both notes at exactly the same
moment. Keep the LH close to
the keys, with the fifth finger
hovering over the G, and balance
fingers on the keys with the aim
of avoiding split chords. As the
dynamic markings throughout are
predominantly soft, it can help to
practise depressing keys slowly; the
slower the key is played, the softer
the sound. But when playing the
lower note of the chord (G), be
sure to use a slightly firmer touch,
as the sound must sometimes last
for up to eight bars (as in bars

The RH part is the melody. It is
mostly focused around five-finger
hand positions. Employ the weight
of the arm via a loose flexible wrist
so that fingers delve into the key
bed, thus producing a gorgeous
cantabile sound. A ‘touch and
press’ finger approach is usually
effective. This should produce a
richer, more sonorous tone.
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in France. She was
Hedwige Chrétien was born in Compiègne,
in 1889, where she had
appointed professor at the Paris Conservatoire
of Ernest Guiraud. Chrétien
previously been a student under the tutelage
about 150 in all, consist of
was a prolific composer; her compositions,

works, songs, two ballets and
pieces for piano, orchestral and chamber
(‘baby goes to sleep’) is No 2 from
two one-act operas. This sweet lullaby
her Six Petits préludes récréatifs.
this piece.
Read Melanie Spanswick’s lesson on
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SEE SCORES
SECTION

Shaping the melody is crucial.
Notice how the piece has been
constructed in four-bar phrases,
with a short two-bar coda at the
end. The opening two bars consist
of two mini climactic points: the
D in bar 1, and the minim A in
bar 2. To highlight these notes, be
sure to use a very smooth legato
touch, and place the D with
slightly more tonal colour than
the preceding and succeeding Bs.
Then, in bar 2, place the minim
A with a very small amount of

rubato, offering a moment’s
breathing space. Similarly, in bars
3-4, the minim D in bar 4 needs a
deeper touch. For greater intensity,

LEARNING TIP
Take time on the final pause, and
play as softly as you dare!

make sure to crescendo through
the five previous notes up to the
minim D, and then tail off quietly
on the following crotchet A.
The inconclusive feel at bars 7-8
might suggest that baby hasn’t
quite fallen sleep. The addition
of the A in the LH part (bar 6),
adds a dissonant flavour, and this
is emphasized in the melodic line
with the RH tenuto markings that
follow in bars 7 and 8. Aim for a
firmer touch on these notes (E and
G), crescendoing to the G at the
start of bar 8, and then phrasing
off on the F#. Similar shaping
will be required in the RH part
between bars 11-12.
Observe the mf marking at bar
9. From here the music moves
towards bars 13-14 which form
the climax of the piece. It’s at this
point that the RH part will need
greater sonority. At bar 16 make
a calm ritenuto and a noticeable
diminuendo, thus bringing the
piece to a tender close.
More about Melanie Spanswick can be
found at www.melaniespanswick.com.
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